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Abstract

With increasing availability of large volumes of text data, researchers from many fields have more documents than they can easily analyze by hand. Topic models are powerful computational tools that can be of great benefit to these researchers, but technical requirements can make these models inaccessible to a broad audience. With the goal of empowering users to examine their text data and refine models of their corpora based on domain expertise, Trellis is a visual tool for topic model curation and dataset exploration. By allowing researchers to visually interact with their datasets and aggregate topics within the model, Trellis enables an iterative process of adjusting a working hierarchical topic model and examining the corresponding dataset based on that working model.
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1 Introduction

Plain text documents are a valuable resource for researchers of many fields. Social sciences routinely make use of text data for exploratory work and both qualitative and quantitative analysis. The quantity and accessibility of research-usable text data is growing quickly as new documents are created digitally or old documents are digitized. This availability presents new opportunities and challenges for researchers. While it may be easier than in the past to find relevant documents for any given research problem, the number of documents can be too large to parse or analyze by hand. Consequently, researchers in many fields that traditionally do not require computational expertise are adopting tools and models from computer science. Specifically, topic models are powerful computational models of text corpora, representing corpus-specific “topics” and associating documents with these topics in different proportions.

In many simple topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) \([3, 1]\), topics are defined as distributions over the vocabulary terms within a text corpus. Each individual topic essentially places a weight on all vocabulary terms. This distribution can be nearly uniform, placing similar weights on many terms, or it can highly weight only a few terms. It is also possible for the distributions of two topics to be nearly identical; there is no requirement that topics’ highly-weighted terms be disjoint. Figure 1a shows two topic distributions over a small sample vocabulary.

An individual document is modeled as an unordered set of vocabulary terms. In these simple topic models, each word is associated with an individual topic (see Figure 1b). Across different documents, the proportions of words associated with each topic varies, as
shown in Figure 1c. These proportions can be described as distributions over all topics, corresponding to different weightings for each document-topic pair.

Trellis makes use of both of these kinds of distribution. Topic-vocabulary distributions are useful for clustering topics within a hierarchy and identifying highly weighted terms for aggregate topics. Trellis similarly uses the document-topic distributions when sorting documents by topic relevance. Section 4 discusses these features in more detail.

(a) Example topic distributions

```
"academic"  "biology"  "can"  "character"  "chemistry"  "go"  "person"  "much"  "play"  "scene"  "test"  "use"  "when"
```

(b) Word associations with topics

```
"academic"  "biology"  "can"  "character"  "chemistry"  "go"  "person"  "much"  "play"  "scene"  "test"  "use"  "when"
```

(c) A document’s topic distribution

Figure 1: Topic-vocabulary and document-topic distributions for topic simple topic models

Topic models can be useful when exploring a dataset, providing organization to the documents of the text corpus. Additionally, the models can be used as tools to help measure properties of large datasets. For example, Amy Catalinac uses a topic model trained on thousands of Japanese political manifestos to measure the degree to which individual manifestos have to do with certain topics like national security [catalinac2016pork].

However, topic models are not trivial to use. The simplest and most straightforward models are dependent on parametrization. Choosing the “correct” number of topics for a
model like LDA can be difficult. Additionally, validation of trained topic models is difficult, and can require significant additional work [5].

These usage difficulties can be a barrier to entry, especially for researchers without a formal background in probabilistic modeling. With increasing availability of text data for social science research, topic modeling has growing potential to be a widely applied method across many disciplines. It is therefore important to create new topic modeling tools with accessibility and general applicability in mind.

I here detail a visualization tool designed to help researchers explore topic models and text corpora while improving accessibility to those without significant backgrounds in topic modeling. Trellis allows users to aggregate the topics from a trained model in order to create a hierarchical topic model. Trellis uses multiple visualizations to represent the hierarchical model and provides controls for exploring full text documents.

2 Design Goals

The goal of Trellis is to empower users to explore and analyze text corpus data by improving accessibility and flexibility of topic models. A simple, trained topic model requires work and time to interpret. Trellis primarily provides interactive visualizations for organizing the topics from trained topic models, and additionally facilitates exploration of the underlying text data.

Trellis is designed to make use of topic models trained with large numbers of topics. Models with many topics may be difficult to work with by themselves, but their topics are more likely to be specific or meaningful. For a target user base of researchers, Trellis
assumes that users have a rough mental model of the underlying topic structure for their text corpus. Or, at the very least, they have a rough idea regarding what constitutes valid or invalid models of the underlying topic structure. Trellis is therefore designed to allow and assist with aggregation of the topics provided by the user into a larger hierarchy. This allows the researcher to use the computational topic model while injecting their own expertise-informed mental model into the process.

Additionally, Trellis streamlines document exploration based on a topic model. By providing readily available access to relevant documents for each topic or aggregation of topics, the tool allows users to perform a range of tasks from exploring their corpus for informative texts to evaluating individual topics.

3 Related Work

3.1 Hierarchical Modeling

Hierarchical organization of a model’s topics is not a new concept. Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDPs) [17] and nested Chinese Restaurant Processes (nCRPs) [2], for example, make significant use of hierarchical structure. These models are useful and nonparametric approaches to determining cluster numbers can simplify the process of training a topic model. However, even these hierarchical models require further work to allow users to modify the hierarchy structure or inject their domain expertise. While it is possible to manually adjust the results of a topic model (hierarchical or not), it would likely require
custom software and a strong understanding of the underlying model. Overall, this is not an easily accessible option for researchers without a background in probabilistic modeling.

### 3.2 Model Visualization

Similarly, various tools exist to visualize and explore certain topic models. LDAvis \[14\] is a common package which allows users to explore topic models. LDAvis creates an interactive visualization of LDA models, displaying a 2-dimensional representation of the dissimilarities between topics. The tool lets users examine the vocabulary weights of each topic. Users can additionally aggregate topics into a single level of clusters, whose vocabulary distributions can be examined in the same manner as an individual topic.

Termite \[8\] aids in a more document-focused exploration of datasets, allowing users to examine topic-specific vocabulary distributions and full text documents within the tool itself. Termite also uses measures of “saliency” and “distinctiveness” \[8\] to order the representation of vocabulary term weightings per topic, with the goal of helping users more easily parse and explore the text corpus. Neither LDAvis nor Termite works with hierarchical topic models, though.

Alternatively, Hiérarchie \[16\] operates on hierarchical topic models but does not allow for as much exploration as either LDAvis or Termite. Hiérarchie uses a sunburst visualization to represent a hierarchical organization of topics. Users can then interact with the sunburst to examine the top-weighted vocabulary terms in any topic or zoom in to an intermediate-level or leaf-level topic in the hierarchy. Hiérarchie represents a hierarchical
structure well, but has limited value as an exploratory tool as users cannot read the original
documents within the tool.

Additional tools exist as well, like TopicFlow [10], Topic Explorer [11], other visual
tools, and custom dataset-specific scripting by experienced researchers. This is not intended
as an exhaustive list of topic model visualization tools, but rather serves to highlight some
common areas of weakness within the ecosystem of visualization tools.

Figure 2: Screenshot of LDAvis interface from R package implementation [14]

3.3 Weaknesses of Current Tools

Though the tools shown here have varying degrees of interactivity or complexity to their
models and interfaces, the underlying data models are generally static. The tools are often
useful for evaluating a model or exploring a dataset given a certain model, but cannot be
used by domain experts to quickly adjust or correct a topic model. In particular, visual
tools for modifying hierarchical models or constructing aggregate models are particularly lacking. Therefore, though some tools support model-based exploration of documents, common tools do not support in-tool exploration of documents based on a complex model that is adjustable by the user.

Researchers can of course create their own customized software to perform these functions. However, a single program written to explore a specific dataset or to answer a specific research question is not likely to generalize to novel datasets or problems. More importantly, creating custom programs for topic model exploration or modification requires significant technical experience. These limitations mean that custom programs, while useful, are unlikely to be accessible to the wider audience of researchers in social sciences.
Figure 4: Screenshot of the Hiérarchie [16] web version [15]

Figure 5: Screenshot of the TopicFlow [10] web interface [9]
4 Trellis

4.1 Functionality Goals

In line with the design goals listed in Section 2, I had several main functionality goals when designing and building Trellis.

**Interaction with hierarchical structure**  I designed Trellis to allow users to construct and modify the structure of a hierarchical organization of topics. By providing an intuitive visual interface for construction of hierarchies, Trellis helps users better align computationally-generated topic models with their mental models shaped by domain expertise.

**Exploration of underlying data**  For Trellis to be a useful data exploration tool, it needs to expose the underlying text data to its users. To that end, Trellis can sort documents by any topic or aggregation of topics. These documents can be read in full within Trellis, allowing users to explore the text corpus without leaving the tool.

4.2 Major Features

The interface for Trellis consists of two pages. A startup page houses initialization options while the main page has a main view for hierarchy visualizations and a sidebar for controls and information. Controls on the sidebar select which of the main visualizations to display in the main view and which additional controls or information to display in the sidebar. Trellis can also export SVG graphics, save the current working hierarchical model (for
future use with the tool), and display text documents from the corpus if linked by the user. An instruction pane additionally helps to orient and inform new users.

Initialization Panel  When first opened, Trellis starts with a single panel visible (Shown in Figure 6). This panel contains selectors for a .RData model file and optionally a directory containing all text files in the corpus. If the directory is provided, users will be able to open text files within the tool. The initialization panel also contains an option for performing a preliminary topic clustering. If selected, Trellis will cluster all topics in the provided .RData file before displaying either main visualization. Otherwise, Trellis will start with all provided topics as children of a single root node.

Hierarchy Visualizations  These visualizations convey the organizational structure of the user’s working topic model and support modifications to the hierarchy itself. Trellis has two
main visualizations: a “Bubble View” based on a circle-packing hierarchy representation and a “Tree View” based on a simple tree layout. Both visualizations are built on top of d3.js [4] and software originally created by Gregory Gundersen.

In both visualizations, the user’s working topic model is represented as a hierarchy of nodes. Each node corresponds to a topic, where each topic is either from the original computational model or some aggregation of other topics. Consequently, all original topics (from the originally trained model) correspond to leaf nodes in the hierarchy. All non-leaf nodes are therefore user-generated or user-curated aggregations. Note that Trellis does not enforce uniform depth for all leaf nodes.

The Bubble View (Figure 7a) emphasizes the leaf nodes of a user’s working hierarchical topic model. All leaf nodes are always displayed and visually distinct from aggregate nodes. Graphical groupings of leaf nodes encode clusters of topics in the hierarchical model, and can be useful as an overview of the constituent “original” topics within any aggregate topic. The Bubble View is designed as an overview of the distribution of leaf nodes, giving users a broad sense of the working model and how it agrees or disagrees with their own mental models.

The Tree View (Figure 7b) alternately emphasizes the organizational structure of the hierarchy. Leaf nodes are not always visible in the Tree View, as a key functional difference allows users to collapse nodes of the tree and hide their descendants. When left expanded, the Tree View represents tree width and height in a more easily parsable manner than the Bubble View. Users can then collapse nodes in order to focus on individual branches of the hierarchical model. Together, the Bubble View and Tree View are designed to help
users compare working models with their mental models while also providing detailed information for exploration and modification of the working topic structure.

Both the Bubble View and Tree View are interactive visualizations with controls for modifying the underlying hierarchy of nodes. Users can manually move or merge nodes with simple drag-and-drop actions. The specific outcome of a dragging action is determined by the source node (the node being dragged), the target node (the node at the end of the drag action), and the shift key as a modifier. Any node but the tree root is a valid source node, and any non-leaf node is a valid target. If the user drags a source node onto a leaf node, the leaf’s immediate parent is selected as the target, allowing for easier dragging actions in the Bubble View.

If the source node is a leaf, the drag operation moves the source node. If the user holds shift while performing the action, Trellis creates a new, childless node as a direct descendant of the target node. The source node then becomes a direct descendant of the new intermediate node. Without the shift key, no new nodes are created and the source node becomes a child of the target.

If the source node is an intermediate node, unmodified behavior is to merge both nodes. Specifically, if the user does not hold the shift key, the source node is deleted and all descendants of the source node become descendants of the target node. If the shift node is held, the source node remains intact, and becomes a child of the target node. Trellis removes all newly childless intermediate nodes after the move or merge operation is complete.

These four drag-and-drop cases produce a flexible system for manually adjusting the hierarchy structure of a working model. Individual nodes can be moved or combined, and users can create new levels in the hierarchy. Both visualizations also support zooming and
panning to aid users adjusting or examining subsets of the working hierarchy. Finally, users can hover over nodes with the mouse to gain a preview of some extra information in the sidebar, or select nodes by clicking on them to enable further sidebar controls.

![Nested circle visualization](image1)

![Tree visualization](image2)

Figure 7: Trellis’ two options for main hierarchy visualization

**Sidebar** The sidebar has several main components. The top of the sidebar displays the name of the current working model (given by the user on launch) and provides controls for selecting which main view is active and which sidebar content is active. Beyond these controls, the sidebar has two possible modes: Topic Controls and a Document List.

In addition to the interactions within the main visualizations, the sidebar Topic Controls provide several more methods of adjusting the working hierarchical model (shown in Figure 8b). After the user has selected a node in the main view, the sidebar shows options for renaming the selected node, deleting the selected node, and clustering the children of
the selected node. Renaming a node does not adjust the hierarchy structure, but increases readiness and facilitates communication of information about the model. Both other controls, though, are useful for quickly making structural modifications to the working model. Deleting a selected node reassigns all of the children of the selected node as children of the selected node’s parent. Clustering the children of a node creates new nodes as children of the selected node, and assigns the original children of the selected node to the new nodes based on a k-means clustering. Trellis uses each topic’s distribution over vocabulary terms as input to the k-means clustering.

As an alternative to the Topic Controls pane, the Document List is designed primarily as a means of gathering information (shown in Figure 8a). Whenever the user hovers over or selects a topic from the main view, the Document List shows a list of document titles from the text corpus sorted by the proportion of the document attributed to the selected topic. Each document name encodes its topic weighting as a proportionally filled bar. The document name also serves as a link to open the Document Viewer, so users can simply click a document name to open the full text within Trellis.

Document Viewer In order to enable users to fully explore their data sets, Trellis contains a Document Viewer (Shown in Figure 9). By clicking on a document from the Document List, users open the full text file as a popup window. If the user does not provide the relevant text files during initialization, the Document Viewer will remain blank.

Image Exporting With either main visualization active, users can export an SVG image of the current state of the active visualization. Clicking the Export button once toggles
Figure 8: Two options for the Trellis sidebar

(a) Trellis layout with document list selected

(b) Trellis layout with topic controls selected
Export Mode, which hides the sidebar. In Export Mode, users can still zoom, pan, and collapse nodes (in the Tree View). Users can then export an SVG image or exit Export Mode.

**File Saving and Restoration** Users can save the current state of their working models as `.RData` files. The save file includes all original model data, plus the structure of the hierarchy and any manually created topic titles. On startup, users can provide one of these saved files as the model file. Loading a saved file overrides any startup options, instead restoring the state of the saved file’s working model.

### 4.3 Implementation

**GitHub Repository:** [https://github.com/ajbc/topic-bubbles](https://github.com/ajbc/topic-bubbles)

The back-end stores model state and handles file selection and saving. For efficiency, Trellis uses the ShinyFiles \cite{12} package to handle file interactions. ShinyFiles uses R to explore local file systems, allowing the R server to simply load a file instead of uploading a copy of the file over a network to a locally hosted server. This speeds up the process of loading and saving files, but also means that Trellis only functions locally; Trellis cannot currently be deployed remotely.

Both main visualizations are implemented as HTMLWidgets \cite{18} and based on software originally written by Gregory Gundersen. Each widget receives data from the R server and uses \texttt{d3.js} to render a visualization. Interactions native to a visualization (drag-and-drop, zooming, panning, and collapsing nodes) are handled within the \texttt{HTMLWidget}. Additional javascript code handles broader controls like selecting a visualization or exporting an SVG.

All software for Trellis is available on GitHub, including an example processing script that fits a structural topic model with the STM package \cite{13} and saves the necessary data fields in the correct format for Trellis. Note that although this example script relies specifically on the data format of STM, any topic model with topic-vocabulary distributions and document-topic distributions can be reformatted to work with Trellis.

### 4.4 Current Usage

Trellis is currently in trial usage by two graduate students. Informal, preliminary feedback from one user indicates that the tool is useful for curating a topic model, though Trellis lacks some features present in other tools. This feedback specifically suggested the inclusion of output formatting options for compatibility with other tools, as discussed in Section 5.
5 Future Work

The currently-available software is fully functional, providing users with a tool for exploration of text corpora and construction of hierarchical topic models. However, several accessibility-related updates would be useful for researchers, and rigorous evaluation would be useful for identification of further areas of potential improvement.

5.1 Updates to Trellis

Though the software is currently available on a GitHub repository, the installation of Trellis requires manual downloading of the repository and installation of dependencies. By creating and publishing an R package, researchers will have a streamlined installation and update process.

Additionally, I want to provide improved support for a broader set of data formats. There are quite a few different kinds of topic model, many of which have their own R packages for training a model. The example processing script provided with Trellis is designed specifically for output from the STM R package. The concepts involved in the tool are generally applicable, though. Additional processing scripts for reformatting other topic models would therefore be useful.

The output format of Trellis save files is also currently very specific. Given the large ecosystem of other visualization tools, additional output formatting options would be useful. Some researchers are already familiar and experienced with certain tools, and integration of Trellis with these existing tools would increase the ease of use and accessibility of Trellis. By allowing researchers to choose a cut of the hierarchy, Trellis would be able
to export the new leaves as a flattened topic model. The specific data for the topic model could be formatted to work well with specific tools, such as LDAvis.

5.2 Evaluation

Current evaluation of Trellis consists of feedback from initial users. The aim of this evaluation is to discover software bugs and improve any major user interface hurdles, but it is informal. Additionally, based on the small number of users, it would be difficult to draw meaningful conclusions from this feedback. I intend to more rigorously evaluate Trellis in the future.

Primarily, I wish to examine the usefulness of Trellis with respect to research questions focusing on text data within social sciences. One approach will involve subjects’ real-world research questions. I will select test subjects who are researchers in social sciences, with their own simple research questions where topic modeling is a useful tool. For the sake of availability, these subjects will likely be graduate students.

Subjects will be selected for one of two groups: novice or expert. The novice group would consist of researchers with rudimentary understanding of topic modeling, but without experience using topic modeling in the context of research. The expert group would then consist of researchers who have familiarity with at least one topic modeling tool and experience using topic modeling in the context of research.

Each subject will be set up with Trellis and given time to address their research question. We will then bring in each subject for an interview about the process of using Trellis, focusing on intuitiveness of the interface, availability of desired features, and effectiveness
of available features. We will then provide each subject with a working installation of LDAvis. They will be given some time to explore the tool, after which they will be given a questionnaire comparing Trellis and LDAvis.

However, there are several challenges with this study. It will likely be difficult to find an adequate number of participants for the study to produce significant results, given that each participant must have at least some knowledge of topic modeling and some participants must be experienced with a topic modeling tool. Additionally, finding researchers with research questions of the appropriate scope will pose more of a challenge.

An alternate approach is to break down the evaluation of Trellis into multiple tests. Evaluations that are smaller in scope will be easier to coordinate and more feasible to run. However, a major proposed strength of Trellis is the interaction between model modifications and document exploration. While smaller, separate tests can provide evidence for the usability and usefulness of Trellis, the next two tests proposed here are not comprehensive and do not address the iterative nature of user interactions with the tool.

First, as a simple test for exploration functionality, I propose curating a text corpus and training a topic model such that there exist several “inter-topic” documents. Essentially, given a topic model with a large number of topics, the text corpus would contain several documents of interest that are not highly weighted on any of the individual topics. However, these documents of interest would be highly weighted given a certain underlying “ground truth” aggregation of the original topics.

Test subjects would be given the trained model, the text dataset, and a set of questions asking whether any documents relating to certain ideas are present in the dataset. For example, subjects could be given a dataset of academic documents and asked whether any
documents were present relating to historical economics. This test would attempt to evaluate the ability of Trellis to support users searching for targeted documents or subjects. Model curation and aggregation may be helpful in such a task, but are not the primary focus.

Second, I propose asking test subjects to create aggregate models based on datasets related to their own fields of study. Keeping in mind the potentially limiting factor of subject availability, subjects would primarily be graduate students grouped by their field of research. All participants within the same group would receive the same curated dataset and original topic model, and asked to create an aggregate model. They would then be asked to fill out a simple questionnaire regarding several other participants’ (anonymized) aggregate models. These questions would focus on the meaningfulness of aggregate topics, parsimony of the resulting hierarchy, and an overall scoring of the model.

As a modification to the study, users would be asked to generate flat topic models. These models could originate from a retraining on different numbers of topics, another tool’s output, or a cut of a working model’s hierarchy in Trellis. Subjects would be randomly assigned a tool to work with (either Trellis or LDAvis, for example). Their resulting model, and the tool used to create it, would again be anonymized before being graded by other participants. Because of the option of retraining a model, the technical background required for subjects of this modified study would need to be stronger than in the other tests. The problem of subject availability would therefore be even more restrictive in this scenario.
6 Conclusion

In conclusion, Trellis is a visualization tool for aggregating topic models and exploring text corpora. Functionality for modifying aggregate hierarchical topic models allows researchers to inject domain expertise into the modeling process. In-tool document display then enables users to both subjectively evaluate their working models and make use of those models to analyze their datasets. While Trellis would benefit from certain feature additions, the current software is functional and freely available.
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